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After a big storm or hurricane, you may be thinking of evaluating the

damage to your trees and possible corrective action.  Before you decide that the big 

trees near you are a danger to your house, PLEASE proceed very slowly.

Here are some things to consider – 



 

 

 

 

Identification of potentially hazardous or endangered trees should always be 

done by an experienced, professional arborist.  An arborist’s credentials should 

include designations such as I.S.A. Certified Arborist or NJ Certified Tree Expert. 

Madison's Shade Tree Management Board (STMB) will provide one at no charge to 
residents.
As trees age, they become more susceptible to disease, decay, and other 

structural weaknesses.  Mature trees should be regularly evaluated by a 

professional arborist, as not every problem is immediately visible.  An arborist 

can diagnose problems before they threaten the life of the tree. 

There are remedies for many problems, even severe ones – when asked for their 

professional opinion, qualified tree care providers should not automatically 

recommend tree removal without providing a clear risk assessment and 

explaining all the facts. 

Regular pruning (at least every 8 – 10 years) by well-trained personnel is one of 

the best ways to ensure both the shapeliness and well-being of your trees. 

Trees that are part of the public domain are assessed annually and maintained by 

STMB and DPW (The Department of Public Works).  Hazardous trees in this 

domain are identified, removed, repaired, or moved by STMB and DPW.  

Friends of Madison Shade Trees and The Parks Commission work closely with 

both of these groups. 

 The Shade Tree Management Board is charged with caring for

over 6,700 of the Borough’s trees located in the public right-of-way.  A 

computerized tree inventory database of these trees has been developed and 

maintained by STMB.  It can be used to verify what trees are in the public right-

of-way, to identify potential tree planting sites, and to recommend native and 

diverse species.

 If you have questions or concerns, not only about your existing trees, but about

trees you are considering planting, please do not hesitate to contact STMB at

(973) 593-3088.  Lists of recommended native trees to plant is available on The

Shade Tree Management Board’s page on Rosenet:   

https://rosenet.org/489/Tree-Guidelines-Landmark-Trees 

https://rosenet.org/489/Tree-Guidelines-Landmark-Trees


Beating Heat Stress on Your Trees
We are just past the peak of summer, and the weather can still have a toll on your 

trees, shrubs and lawn. Extended periods of heat and humidity, along with bright 

sunshine, warm nights and inadequate rain can lead to damaging stress on your landscape. Arranging a 

soaker hose to cover the critical root zone of a tree is a great method for the slow, saturated watering 

that’s best for trees.                                                                                                                         Trees 

and shrubs are constantly losing water through tiny holes in their leaves through a process called 

transpiration, and when it’s hot, the rate of that water loss increases. Add to that a lack of adequate 

rainfall, and the result is stressed plant material. The problem facing trees is that they’re really big, and 

they do not have the luxury of going dormant in hot summer months, like lawns. Instead, trees have a lot 

of active leaves, so they lose a lot of water, and their roots are searching to replace that water in some 

pretty dry ground.     

Trees suffering from heat stress face problems with producing new growth, healing wounds, and 

fighting against diseases and insects. If they’re stressed enough, they eventually run out of energy to 

support their existing growth and begin to decline (sometimes irreversibly). Newly planted (within the 

last 2 years) and mature trees are the most at risk for serious decline, and we’ve seen both this summer. 

Some trees that are most prone to heat stress and drought include Birches, American Dogwoods, and 

Japanese Maples.     

Signs of heat stress in trees tend to develop toward the top of the canopy first, so property owners 

don’t often notice it right away. They include smaller leaf size, leaf scorch (browning and/or yellowing), 

wilting, and sometimes loss of foliage (a particularly bad sign) 

The best way to fight heat stress in trees is through a combination of proper irrigation, mulching, 

and organic soil amendments. 

Proper Irrigation means focusing water on saturating the root zone of a tree. 

Sprinklers may be good for lawns, but they aren’t going to get the job done for 

trees. A properly placed soaker hose is a better solution.  

Gator bags are ideal especially for young trees, which run 

a high risk of suffering heat stress. With a traditional garden hose, it’s also possible 

to set the flow to a trickle and move the mouth of the hose around to four or five 

different areas of the root zone over the course of the day.     

   Gator bags have tiny holes that slowly release water into the root zone of a tree. 

Mulch should be layered around trees and plants. Light colored mulches are better 

at reflecting sunlight and keeping the soil cooler in summer. Mulch also reduces evaporation of water 

from the soil and reduces the need to water constantly. However, to be effective, mulch needs to be 

applied correctly. We recommend a depth of 2-3 inches of mulch for trees and shrubs. It should also cover 

a diameter of 3-4 feet around trees (to the tree’s drip line ideally) and not pile up against the stem or

trunk flare.    Amstead     

http://www.almstead.com/blog/trees-shrubs/beating-heat-stress-2/
http://www.almstead.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/soaker-hose.jpg
http://www.almstead.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/dried-leaf.jpg
http://www.almstead.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/treegators.jpg


Tree Size and Age Matter.  
A Lot! 

Large street trees are the most valuable green infrastructure asset 

towns and cities have and, when that value is overlooked, disasters happen. 

This is true, not just of street trees, but of the woodlands, parks, and 

neighborhood yards in a community. 

Size really matters with trees. The annual net ecological benefit of a mature 

canopy shade tree is 92% greater  than a newly-planted sapling.  One 

mature tree (25” + in diameter) does more work than 189 “baby” trees.  

Removing large species trees and replacing them with small ones results in a 

huge net loss of ecosystem services.   And it’s a loss that lasts at least 20 

years’ worth of accumulated loss . . . no one can plant a 100 year old tree. 

The wood of canopy shade trees sequesters carbon; their roots and crowns 

support wildlife and slow rain- fall, reducing urban flooding. Transpiration 

of their leaves and shade from their canopies substantially reduce 

temperatures in heat waves.  Their leaves also trap pollution, which directly 

affects the prevalence of asthma.  

As if these ecosystem services weren't enough, having trees on our streets 

and near our houses and businesses reduces crime rates and improves mental 

health and well being. Mature canopy trees do everything from having

a positive effect on infant birth weight in lower socio-economic 

demographics, to increasing resilience to major life events among people 

who live within sight of them. 

One mature canopy tree has a net ecosystem service worth many thousands 

of dollars.  Consumers spend more on streets that are lined with large trees. 

Canopy trees are the best investment we have in our present and in every 

possible future.  Preserve the trees we have – and plant more native 

hardwood shade trees.     Every tree matters more and more. 

https://www.brebookshop.com/samples/326911.pdf%22%22
https://www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/media/1702/benefits-of-trees-outside-woods.pdf
https://www.brebookshop.com/samples/326911.pdf
https://www.cityoftrees.org.uk/news/pioneering-street-tree-research-project-could-hold-answer-urban-flooding
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/documents/7125/FCRN037.pdf
https://www.forestresearch.gov.uk/documents/7125/FCRN037.pdf
https://blogs.lse.ac.uk/usappblog/2015/11/20/trees-a-new-partner-in-the-fight-against-urban-crime/#Author
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep11610
https://www.nature.com/articles/srep11610
http://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_StressPhysiology.html
http://depts.washington.edu/hhwb/Thm_StressPhysiology.html
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/00139160121972846
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03071375.2018.1454077
http://www.naturewithin.info/New/2014.City-Trees-and-Consumer-Response.Bk%2520Chapt.Wolf.pdf


Here's What a Native 

Hardwood Canopy Does:

 Converts carbon dioxide to oxygen, simultaneously producing the air 

we breathe and cleansing it of pollutants and allergens. Yearly, one acre 

of canopy trees absorbs enough CO2 to offset a car driven 26,000 

miles.  The same acre produces enough oxygen for 18 people to 

breathe. 

 Trees help keep water clean and drinkable.  100 large canopy trees 

intercept 100,000 gallons of rainfall per year – they’re essential in 

recharging local aquifers, which is where Madison gets its water. 

 In monetary terms, over 50 years, a single large canopy tree generates 

about $30,000 in oxygen, recycles $35,000 worth of water, and 

removes $60,000 worth of air pollution.  

 Trees remove soil pollutants, too – one sugar maple can remove 60 

mgs of chromium and 5,200 mgs of lead from the soil per year.  

Studies have shown that farm runoff contains up to 88% less nitrate 

and 76% less phospeorus after flowing through a forest. 

 Properly placed screens of trees considerably reduce noise pollution. 

 Trees provide privacy, separating neighbors and keeping the public a 

bit more distant. 

 In terms of utility costs and renewable energies: a house shaded by 

three properly placed, mature, canopy trees cuts its energy needs by 

50% in the summer.  The same three mature canopy trees serve as 

windbreaks against winter winds and reduce heating costs by 30%.  



 Each  leaf on a shade tree is quite literally a little cooling engine: 

 

 

 Having 10 more trees in a city block, on average, improves health

perception in ways comparable to an increase in annual personal 

income of $10,000 and moving to a neighborhood with $10,000 

higher median income or being 7 years younger. We also find that 

having 11 more trees in a city block, on average, decreases cardio-

metabolic conditions in ways comparable to an increase in annual 

personal income of $20,000 and moving to a neighborhood with 

$20,000 higher median income or being 1.4 years younger. 

 

 Mature canopy trees increase property value between 10% and 20% -- 

in Madison that’s a median increase of between $7,500 and $15,000. 

 



Protecting Trees During Construction

Know the dripline of every tree in the construction zone

The dripline is the area directly located under the 

outer circumference of the tree branches. When 

the tree canopy gets wet, any excess is shed to the 

ground along this dripline, much like an 

umbrella. This is also known as a tree's Critical 

Root Zone (CRZ), sometimes also called the Root 

Protection Zone (RPZ).  The farthest extent of 

each tree’s dripline needs to be protected from 

vehicles parking in the area, dirt/building 

materials being piled up within that area, porto-

potties or construction sheds being placed in that 

area, excavation taking place in that area -  the 

whole space needs to be clearly fenced off and  

carefully monitored by you.    Regrettably your 

builders may not know.  Nor will the death of the 

tree be immediate if the root system isn’t protected – the tree won’t die for a year or 

two after the builders have left.  You will have to lose the beloved tree without recourse 

to any reimbursement or replacement – 

Preventing damage is the only cure. Communication and cooperation among all 

participants involved in the building process (landowner, contractors, architect, 

landscape architect, arborist, etc.) is essential to ensure a successful tree-protection plan. 



All the subsequent information is taken from this source: 

https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/protecting-trees-during-construction/ 

Planning to preserve the trees 

Once you have selected the trees to remain on the property, consider their location in 

deciding placement of the house, garage, driveway, walks and patio. Simply changing 

the angle of a building or curving a walk can preserve the essential root space of a 

prized tree. It is important at this point to be in close communication with your 

architect, who can help by locating buildings to harmonize with the natural terrain. 

The key to the survival of trees in the years following construction is protection of the 

roots during construction. The three main causes of tree death during construction are 

soil compaction, grade changes and root severing. 

Soil Compaction 

Soil compaction cuts off air and water to the tree roots. The damage caused by soil 

compaction occurs slowly, sometimes not becoming evident for several years. To 

prevent vehicular and foot traffic around the roots of protected trees, erect physical 

barriers beyond the dripline of individual trees, or better yet, groups of trees. When this 

is not possible, other protective methods can be used: (1) spreading several inches of 

wood chips in the root zone area; (2) bridging root areas with plates of steel. Work with 

the builder to locate and mark (with signs or flagging) all parking places for workers, 

construction roads, and areas for storage of building materials, soil and gravel. 

Raising the Existing Grade 

Grade changes are often necessary during construction of a new building. When the 

grade around an established tree is being raised, consider methods of preventing injury 

to the tree before the fill is made rather than attempting to take corrective measures 

after the damage has been done. While the initial cost may be high, prevention is 

always cheaper and more effective than attempting to correct the situation after 

damage has been done. 

Remove all vegetation, including underbrush and sod, beneath the branch spread of the 

tree. Break up the top 3 to 6 inches of soil carefully so as to disturb the least possible 

amount of roots. This allows better contact between the fill and soil surface. Apply 

fertilizer at recommended rates. 



Construct an open-joint wall of shell, brick, rock or masonry in a circle around the tree 

trunk, with at least 1 to 2 feet between the wall and trunk. This wall should be as high 

as the top of the new grade. This opening is commonly referred to as a tree well. 

Construct an aeration system using 4-inch agricultural clay tile or 4-inch perforated 

plastic pipe arranged in five to six horizontal lines radiating from the tree well like 

spokes in a wheel to a point beyond the branch spread. Allow excess moisture to drain 

away by installing the radial lines so they slope away from the trunk. Connect the outer 

ends of the radiating system with a circle of tile or perforated plastic pipe. (See Figures 

1 and 2.) 

 

Figure 1. An agricultural drainage tile installation is shown with a dry well and vertical bell tile to 

provide aeration for tree roots beneath deep soil fill. 

To provide vents, place 4- or 6-inch plastic pipe or bell tile upright over the junction of 

the radial lines with the circle. They should extend to the surface of the planned grade 

level. Extend the lower end of the aeration system to a curb or storm drain to carry 

excess moisture away from the root system. 

Cover the exposed soil and tile system with rock or coarse gravel to a depth of 6 to18 

inches, depending on the amount of fill. Follow this with a covering layer of gravel. 

Place a thin layer of straw, woven plastic or other porous material over the gravel to 

prevent soil from filtering into the gravel and stone. Fill with good topsoil to the 

desired grade.To discourage rodents, fill the tree well with enough coarse gravel to 

cover the ends of the lines opening into the well. Also fill the upright bell tile and cover 

with a screen or grill. 

http://clemsonhgic.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/an-agricultural-drainage-tile-installation-to-prov.png


 

Figure 2. A cross section of a completed fill is shown around an established tree. Soil fill is placed 

over the ventilating tile system. 

The tree well can be left open, covered with a metal grill or wooden deck, or filled with 

a mixture of coarse sand and charcoal (50 percent each, by volume) to within several 

inches of the top. If filled with the sand/charcoal mixture, cover with pea gravel, 

decorative bark or other attractive material to allow air circulation through the tile 

system. 

An alternate method can be used if 30 inches or less fill will be used. No tile or pipe is 

used – only gravel. Again, remove all sod and underbrush, break up the soil surface 

above the roots and apply fertilizer at recommended rates. 

Starting at the dripline, apply from 3 to 6 inches of crushed stone or coarse gravel. 

Gradually increase the depth towards the trunk of the tree until it is 8 to 12 inches or 

deeper within 2 feet of the trunk. The gravel can reach the surface of the fill in the area 

extending 2 feet around the trunk of the tree. Cover the gravel with a thin layer of 

straw, woven plastic or other porous material to prevent soil from filtering into the 

gravel and sealing the air spaces. Spread good topsoil over the area to the desired depth. 

Use good, well-drained topsoil in making the fill in order to provide adequate aeration 

for normal root activity and tree growth. 

 

Figure 3. Coarse gravel placed over the original grade will provide aeration for tree roots beneath 

shallow soil fill. 

http://clemsonhgic.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/soil-fill-over-a-ventilating-tile-system.png
http://clemsonhgic.wpengine.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/coarse-gravel-placed-on-original-grade-to-provide.png


Lowering the Existing Grade 

There will likely be less damage to a tree when the grade is lowered, unless a great 

amount of the root zone is exposed or removed. Removing 1 to 2 inches of soil normally 

will not affect the growth of a tree, especially if steps are taken to ensure that drought 

damage does not result from loss of roots. Use retaining walls or terraces to avoid 

excessive soil loss in the area of greatest root growth. When possible, spread mulch over 

the exposed area to help prevent soil erosion, reduce moisture loss and keep soil 

temperatures lower. Provide adequate water in the event of a prolonged drought. 

Corrective Steps after a Fill is Made 

If a fill has been in place long enough that the tree is already showing symptoms of 

deterioration, there is little that can be done to save the tree. If the fill was made 

recently, or if serious damage has not occurred, steps can be taken to correct the 

problem. 

If the increase was greater than 12 inches, it will be necessary to install a tile and gravel 

aeration system as described above, excavating the soil to the original grade. 

If the increase is less than 12 inches, remove the soil around the trunk, down to the 

original soil level, for a radius of 2 feet beyond the tree trunk. Install a dry well around 

the trunk to hold the fill soil in place. Drill or dig holes every 2 feet beneath the branch 

spread, starting about 2 feet from the well. Insert a 6-inch tile or plastic pipe and fill 

with coarse gravel to allow free air and gas exchange to the roots. 

Severing Roots 

Although some cutting of roots near construction is inevitable, much of it can be 

avoided with good planning and cooperation. It is not necessary to route underground 

utilities in a straight line from the street to the house. Careful route selection can often 

avoid the root systems of important trees. If this is not possible, reduce damage by 

tunneling beneath the roots. To reduce trenching for foundations, substitute posts and 

pillars for footers and walls. 

Other Problems 

Often when grade changes are made the terrain is altered, and there may be a change in how water 

drains from the land. If too much water drains into a wooded site, trees in that area 

may eventually die from lack of oxygen. It may be necessary to build a drainage system 

to maintain the previous amount of moisture that provided natural growing conditions 

for the existing trees. If sites are deprived of water, irrigation may be necessary to 

maintain existing trees. 



Watch for equipment damage to limbs and trunks, and repair promptly. Chemicals and 

other products that are often dumped on a construction site can change the soil 

chemistry, weakening and oftentimes killing trees on the property. To prevent adverse 

effects on construction site soils: 

 Spread heavy plastic tarp where concrete is to be mixed or sheet rock will be cut. 

These materials raise the pH, causing alkaline soils. 

 Do not clean paintbrushes and tools over tree roots. 

 Dispose of chemical wastes (paint thinner, oil, etc.) properly. Do not drain these 

wastes on site. 

Para obtener la versión en español de esta hoja informativa, consulte HGIC 1002S, 

¿Cómo Proteger los Árboles Durante la Construcción? 

If this document didn’t answer your questions, please contact HGIC at 

hgic@clemson.edu or 1-888-656-9988. 

Author(s) 

Debbie Shaughnessy, Former HGIC Information Specialist, Clemson University 

Bob Polomski, PhD, Associate Extension Specialist, Clemson University 

This information is supplied with the understanding that no discrimination is intended 

and no endorsement of brand names or registered trademarks by the Clemson 

University Cooperative Extension Service is implied, nor is any discrimination intended 

by the exclusion of products or manufacturers not named. All recommendations are for 

South Carolina conditions and may not apply to other areas. Use pesticides only 

according to the directions on the label. All recommendations for pesticide use are for 

South Carolina only and were legal at the time of publication, but the status of 

registration and use patterns are subject to change by action of state and federal 

regulatory agencies. Follow all directions, precautions and restrictions that are listed. 

 

 

 

https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/como-proteger-los-arboles-durante-la-construccion/
https://hgic.clemson.edu/factsheet/como-proteger-los-arboles-durante-la-construccion/
mailto:hgic@clemson.edu
https://hgic.clemson.edu/author/debbie-shaughnessy/
https://hgic.clemson.edu/author/bplmsk/


Introducing    

Madison’s Shade Tree Boards 

STMB 

The Shade Tree Management Board has seven regular members and two 

alternates, who are appointed by the Mayor. They are charged with 

developing and maintaining a community Forestry Management Plan in 

compliance with the New Jersey Shade Tree and Community Forestry 

Assistance Act.  The Shade Tree Management Board regularly surveys the 

public trees of Madison, and reports on them.  They are responsible for the 

selection, planting, care, and control of shade and ornamental trees and 

shrubbery upon and in the streets, highways and public places of the 

Borough of Madison, (excluding state highways, county highways, parks and 

parkways).  This Board selects, oversees the purchase of, plants, cares for, 

and protects Madison’s public shade and ornamental trees and shrubbery.  

This includes the planting, pruning, spraying, and, when necessary, 

removing damaged or dying trees and shrubs.  The Shade Tree 

Management Board works closely with the Department of Public Works to 

achieve these ends.  STMB can arrange for the town’s trained arborists to 

assist Madison residents with on-site advice about protecting and caring for 

shade trees in their own yards. 

FMST 

Friends of Madison Shade Trees is the non-profit fundraising, private 

counterpart to The Shade Tree Management Board. All members are 

volunteers. FMST plants trees in public spaces all around Madison.  Our 

priority is native shade trees in the canopy but, as we plant street trees, we 

are constrained by their height and root systems.  So we support planting 

the right tree in the right location, although our priority is maintaining 

Madison's native hardwood shade tree canopy.  We work very closely with 

the Department of Public Works, with the Parks Commission, and with the 

Garden Club -- Rose Garden Park is one result of that.  The historically 

accurate landscaping at the train station was another FMST project, funded 

by a grant that took ten years to complete. FMST welcomes new members; 

we meet on the 2
nd

 Tuesday of each month, and take as our mission not 

only to help plant and maintain trees in Madison, but to educate our 

community about the incredible value of mature trees in climate and 

environmental health.  They are essential to clean air and water, flood 

control, soil stabilization, and their positive temperature-control effects on 

urban areas and individual residence. We can’t live without them.




